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Cdot denver traffic report

Related Connections Denver Department of Transport and Infrastructure Would you like to receive notifications about local news on your desktop? No traffic flow? Zoom Closer or Refresh How to use traffic flow lines on Denver traffic map: Red lines = Dense traffic flow, Yellow/Orange lines = Middle
Stream and Green = normal traffic. Black lines or traffic flow lines cannot indicate a closed road, but in most cases this means that either there is not enough vehicle flow to register or traffic is not monitored. Also, If you don't see traffic flow, you can zoom in closer to discover localized data. If you can't
create a map, click here (to focus on the map) and try again. Traffic incidents (beta): Each point represents a traffic event or incident such as a road construction, closure or accident. At closer levels, you can press these dots to see more information. After a layer of traffic information appears, be sure to
press/click all additional arrows (e.g. Impact Legend: Critical Major Minor CDOT's 2020-2021 Performance Plan Doing Business with CDOT Projects &amp; Programs statewide Colorado Department of Transportation Links: Other Government Information Travel Links: Rocky Mountain National Park
Road Conditions and Closures GET BREAKING NEWS IN YOUR BROWSER. CLICK HERE TO HOSTING NOTIFICATIONS. December 09, 2020 at 1:26 p.m. 01:00 A.M. Roads in the Denver metro area were icy and snowy in places Sunday as a winter storm brought snow to the region and lowered
temperatures into the teens. The storm was expected to hit both mountains and the northeastern part of the state, bringing freezing rain and snow across the plains, according to the Colorado Department of Transport, which urged residents to avoid unnecessary travel. Interstate 25 was closed several
times Sunday due to falls and poor conditions. Crash around 1 p.m.m northbound lane at Gate 252 to Johnstown; the northbound lanes reopened around 5 p.m.m. Just up the road, one southbound lane on I-25 was closed by a collision near the junction with U.S. 34 around 3 p.m.m. Roadside cameras
showed snow-capped roads and poor visibility in the area. Further north, multiple falls around 9 .m. closed I-25 north at Gate 278, near the Wyoming border about 18 miles north of Wellington. All lanes reopened around 2:45 p.m. .m. Interstate 70 westbound was closed around Parachute due to a collision
about 1 p.m. .m Sunday. The crash also closed the left lanes of Interstate 225 at Gate 9 to 6th Avenue in Aurora, according to CDOT, causing delays. Around 5.m p.m., the Colorado State Patrol reported traffic conditions in Boulder County, and the Regional Traffic District reported that buses in the
Boulder, Longmont and U.S. 36 corridors were seeing delays of up to 45 minutes. Sign up for Newsletters and Alerts Subscribe to traffic alerts, road conditions and news about to work for the Denver metro area and the front range of Colorado. Colorado. Colorado.
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